„Positive effects
of new creations the essence of
constant scrutiny
and readjustments“

With vibrating intensity and driven by stirring dynamics, Those Lucky Inventors take their listeners on a journey through
soundscapes of astonishing inventiveness. Their multi-layered compositions always seize anew, tearing away intimate
musical depths, while the power of their sound devours genre boundaries.
Those Lucky Inventors send completely new signals and awaken the hunting instinct of audiophile explorers. An ingenious
motif combines stirring beats with atmospheric sound clouds, builds up and decomposes what you like to create something
new. The precise use of synthetic sound sources creates an atmosphere to let go.
The powerful compositions of the Berlin Quartet tell of long, intense evenings full of conversations and instrumental
experiments. A path to each other, to their own sound. The widely ramified musical roots of the band members reveal
themselves as the songs take hold of space. They celebrate their distinctive mood of instrumental arrangements between
Alternative Rock, Indie Rock and Post Rock.
The 4-song debut "Mutiny" was created entirely by themselves. A variety of places were deliberately chosen for the
multi-stage creation process.
"It was important to us that our first record be as intimate as possible and without external intervention. Our path
was inspiring and fruitful - we collected a lot of new material and are now in the process of creating the next album.”
The majority of recordings were made in Brandenburg wasteland. Between disused open-cast mines and surrounded by
dense forests, Those Lucky Inventors found peace and distance from the hustle and bustle of the big city - in an old railway
station that had been rebuilt into a recording studio.
"We used a variety of selected instruments and sound generators to meet our demands for this creative process to
create a special sound experience. The demanding acoustics of the recording room encouraged us to experiment
again and again and robbed us of our sleep".
Those Lucky Inventors stay busy after the release of "Mutiny". They are currently working on their first longplayer.
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